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The production of TM-LANDSAT image maps from system corrected 
images presents the problem of dealing with a positioning 
error due mainly to innacurate telemetry data broadcasted by 
the satellite An option to solve this problem is to perform 
an orbital elements correction through ground control points 
identified on some scenes of a given orbit. A numerical orbit 
integrator is then used to generate more accurate ephemeris 
data over all scenes of the same orbit, which are used for the 
geometric system correction procedures. 

1$ INTROD TI 

Brazil has many regions not yet covered by the national 
mapping program The unmapped area reaches about 32% at the 
scales of 1 :250,000 and 1 :100,000, increasing to 87% at 
1:50,000. Considering this situation, it is feasible and even 
recommendable to use TM-LANDSAT image maps as an alternative 
to the conventional topographic mapping (Machado e Silva et 
alii, 1988). 

Attitude and ephemeris data broadcasted by LANDSAT are used at 
INPE to produce system corrected images within an internal 
geometric precision of about 1.5 pixels and a positioning 
error of around 50 pixels (dBAlge, 1987). 

This means that at least the positioning error of these images 
must be reduced to appropriate levels, if they are to be used 
to generate 1 :250,000 image maps according to internationally 
adopted cartographic standards. This must be done through an 
external control, which is normally obtained from existing 
large scale topographic maps. However, conventional processes 
used with this aim are practicable only over mapped areas, 
being unsuitable over unmapped ones. 

The present work reports the efforts carried by INPE in order 
to develop an image map generation methodology applicable for 
both mapped and unmapped regions. 



2. THO LOGY 

First of all it is necessary to choose, for a given orbit, a 
set of well distributed ground control points, from which 
accurate projection coordinates are known. 

The orbit correction process is based on the identification of 
these ground control points in some images along the selected 
orbit. Nevertheless, a reliable identification is not possible 
with raw images, being necessary to use Level 0 images to this 
end. This preprocessing level comprises a radiometric 
equalization and an along line resampling corresponding to the 
correction of mirror profile/line length, sensor delay and 
Earth rotation effects. 

Therefore, image coordinates are initially read from Level 0 
digital images; subsequently, they are converted into raw 
image coordinates, from which projection coordinates can be 
obtained by applying the photogrammetric model adopted for 
system geometric corrections (Serra, 1984). 

The orbit correction itself corresponds to the estimation of 
an optimal value for a state vector expressing inertial 
satellite position and velocity at a reference time to. Prior 
to the correction process, all the acquisition times of pixels 
related to ground control points are sorted on ascending (or 
descending) order, to being selected as the first of them. The 
optimal state, and so the corrected orbit, is computed through 
a numerical least squares approach, from the comparison 
between true and calculated projection coordinates of control 
points (Medeiros et alii, 1988). The approach is iterative 
and, at each step, the ephemeris data necessary to calculate 
projection coordinates through the photogrammetric model are 
obtained from the reference state vector through numerical 
orbit integration. 

When a final reference state vector is reached, the same orbit 
integrator is used to generate corrected ephemeris data, which 
are applied in conjunction with system correction procedures 
to produce images with improved geodetic accuracy. 

3. TESTS D RESULTS 

A first evaluation of the proposed methodology was 
accomplished over LANDSAT-5 revolution number 17662 (WRS path 
222). Ground control points extracted from 1:50,000 
topographic maps and identified on WRS Rows 81 and 79 of this 
path were used in the orbit correction process. Figures 1 and 
2 show the spatial distribution of control points on the above 
mentioned rows. 
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Figure 1 - Control points distribution on scene 222/81. 
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Figure 2 - Control points distribution on scene 222/79. 



Each of these control points sets was determined after 
successive internal geometric quality evaluations over the 
corresponding images, which enabled the detection of outliers. 
As a result of this minimum quality control criterion, it was 
not possible to achieve an ideal situation either in terms of 
spatial distribution or in quantity. 

Anyway, tests carried over the corrected orbit led to results 
which are compatible with the primary objective of generating 
1:250,000 lmage maps, even on regions corresponding to 
extrapolated orbit arcs. This is the case of Row 75, as shown 
in Figure 3. 

Figure 3 - LANDSAT scenes used to test the orbit correction 
method. 

The control points set presented in Figure 4 was already used 
successfully in previous geometric evaluation performed at 
INPE (d'Alge, 1987). For this reason, Row 75 was selected to 
check the potential applicability of the method over unmapped 
areas. 
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Figure 4 - Control points distribution on Quadrant B 
of scene 222/75. 

The geodetic accuracies of scenes 81, 79 and 75 were estimated 
and the corresponding values before and after the execution of 
the orbit correction procedure are presented on Tables 1 and 
2, respectively. 

TABLE 1 - START CONDITIONS 

ROW NUMBER GEODETIC ACCURACY (m) 

81 1602.11 

79 1610.98 

75 1605.18 



LE 2 - FIN CONDITIONS 

ROW NUMBER GEODETIC ACCURACY ( m ) 

81 50.58 

79 102.82 

75 100.06 

4. CONCLUSION 

The presented results are preliminary and therefore new tests 
are required under variable conditions in order to validate 
the methodology and to define its applicability restrictions 

In addition, attitude and time corrections are intended to be 
introduced in this process with the aim of allowing the 
generation of more accurate TM-LANDSAT image maps, perhaps 
even at scales larger than 1 :250,000. 
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Raster scanning is an automatic digitising method used in data 
extraction from line maps in large scales" This deals 
with the problems in automatic recognition of complicated 
objects based on vectorized map data. 

In order to treat the problem of automatic object recognition 
systematically, the cartographic language must be strictly 
formalized. The first part of this paper describes a 
theoretical model for large scale maps" The model is tested 
with objects "building". A manual test is made to recognize all 
the buildings on map sheets in scale 1: 2000 with the rules, 
composed according to the model. The result gave 100% of 
buildings classified with 1-9% errors of commission depending 
on the type of map information. 

The second part of this paper discusses the problems when 
trying to implement the presented rules in Turbo Prolog running 
on IBM PC. The main problem lies - not the difficulty to 
program the rules but the di to update all the 
possible situations and to organize input data properly. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A lot of efforts have been involved in automatic recognititon 
of symbols.. The classical way to perform symbol recognition 
has been to train the system for the classification task under 
consideration and find the relevant probability density 
function for each symbol class. Norwegian Computing Center 
reports results with up to 99% correct classified handwritten 
letters, (Holbaek-Hanssen et al., 1986). Weber points out that 
there are several companies which offer software for symbol 
recognition without giving details about the underlying method 
and results (Weber, 1987)" It seems quite clear anyhow that 
recognition of numbers, letters and point symbols have a rather 
long and successful tradition, while recognition of map objects 
based on vectorized data still lies on its early ages. 

De Simone reports a success rate of 90% with 1% error in 
automatic recognition of railways, roads and landparcels, (De 
Simone, 1986)" He uses the combination of the geometrical/ 
statistical and the relational method for recognition, (Weber, 
1987). The check of neighborhood relation of the reclassified 
candidates determines if these are refused or accepted into the 
class in question (e.g., the adjacent polygons of a 
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3. PROCEDURE FOR THE MANUAL EXPERIMENT 

3.1 Assumptions 

The natural way to build up the hierarchy for the model is from 
elementary messages to messages of higher level. Therefore 
I assume that the mapreading takes place from detailed 
observations to an overview. I work only on level 1 and 2 and 
thus do not consider overview observations presently. 

Here I 1 the experiment on vectorized large scale mapdata. 
I assume the following information is already recognized based 
on section 1,,: 

- vectors(start- and endpoints, linestyle(width,style» 
- characters and strings of characters 
- symbols 
- arcs 

The objects on the edges of the mapsheets are not considered in 
experiment, neither contour lines. 

rules were made with different degrees of 
to describe the object "building" according to the 

presented model. The for building up the rules is formed 
by perceptual observations. Some detailed conditions have their 
origin in (the Handbook for Detailsurveying from the city of 
Stockholm, 1978), e.g. the linewidth for the outlines of 
houses.. The rules were matched manually with all the 
buildings on three different base mapsheets in scale 1: 2 000, 
from the city of Stockholm. The maporiginals have been produced 
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Figur 4. 
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Figur 5 
building .. 

a yard enclosed by the body of the 

In this case we have to define what's a building and what's a 
yard. Figur 6 illustrates a system for numbering the polygons 
in such a that possible to separate buildings from 
yards .. 

1 

Figur 6 .. 
Numbering the polygons 2 

buildings 
and yards .. 

Now we can say that if there are some polygons inside the 
building, the polygon which forms the outlines for the 
building has to have an odd number of order .. 

The reasoning above is summarized in table l" Separation of 
the elementary messages and made 
according to the model. 

Object 

building 

Elementary messages 

el=line (solid) 
e2=symbol for boundary 

marks 
e3=symbol for 

fence 
e4=symbol for 

wall 
e5=number of order 

rl=polygon(closed) 
r2=possible occur 
r3=(e2) in connection 

to (el) 
r3= (not) (e3) / (e4) in 

connection to (r4) 
r4=(el) of (rl) 

for a building according to the model. 
e=elementary message, r=relationship, ()=value. 
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